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In the work homeflesh I circle and investigate a fabric of memo-
ries and dreams, a part of my autobiographical memory. I am 
interested in the multimedia nature of memory and the mytholo-
gization of the childhood through breaking of reality structures, 
into the surreal world of experience of the child‘s mind, in whose 
universe anything is possible - the telephone is a banana, the mo-
ther turns into an alien at night in order to call her alien home, 
pathological nosebleeds become a symbol of mortality, but also 
an umbilical cord connecting the generations. 

In this playful examination of the former self, its bygone expe-
riences and environment, I especially explore the relationship 
between my mother, my grandmother and me. But also the cha-
racter of the living space and its interior plays an important role. 
The living area becomes part of the mythology and is opened 
up during the artistic process, and transforms into an entity, an 
organism, that goes beyond the pyhsical properties of a home 
and is just as much a living part of the events and memories as 
the people involved. It becomes an embodiment of the archetypal 
mother with her unconditionally loving, but also her devouring, 
destructive properties. 

With the help of different media, such as drawing, sculpture, text, 
sound, 2D- and 3D-animation, I circle around this construct of 
memories to form it into a non-linear narrative, a poetic structure 
of image, sound and language, a private mythological contem-
plation.

homeflesh, Bananentelefon, clay, acylics and epoxy resin, 30 x 14 x 17 cm, 2021
virtual reality walkthrough youtube link

https://youtu.be/bAIaZ-5XF00


homeflesh, Virtual Reality, digital still, 2021



so who is this mother they are all talking about?
i think she is the one feeding our homes and the forest
have you ever seen her?
well they say she‘s everywhere
but i dont really know what they mean by that...
i guess we just have to believe what they say

and a hundred hands hold us
a hundred mothers‘ mouths call
and the big one laughs
you live and grow in me
my skeleton is your scaffolding
my shell is your walls
my insides your crib

I will tell you a secret
you are the dearest of all to me
and I let myself be carried by this love
all my life
it makes me strong, as they say
only a grandmother can love unconditionally
a mother‘s love is a thousand needles in the skin
a grandmother‘s love is a thousand tender kisses

homeflesh, monotypie (oil) and acrylics on paper, 50 x 40cm, 2021 >
homeflesh, text excerpt, 2021 ^



homeflesh, Virtual Reality, digital still, 2021
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homeflesh 
installation view

Wired Magic
in HEK Basel in 2021
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homeflesh, Virtual Reality, digital still, 2021



homeflesh, 3D-prints, PLA, 2021
while setting up the exhibition "Wired Magic" 

in HEK Basel in 2021
Photo by Boris Magrini



we have forgotten about the blood, right? 
I thought we have to put it in there with the cut apple and the carpet 
lints.

oh, I thought they meant ketchup. 

no, see, blood, preferably directly flowing from the nose. 
and don’t forget about the banana peel and the itching powder right 
afterwards. 

I don‘t think we have to follow a particular order. do we?

the bloodvessels are so flexible, 
and i love the colour.
maybe grandma can knit us something nice from them. like a warm 
sweater. 

well is the blood still pumping?
i guess we could bring her some

homeflesh, monotypie (oil) on paper, 50 x 40cm, 2021 >
homeflesh, text excerpt, 2021 ^



homeflesh, monotype, oil on clay, 20 x 10cm, 2021 >
homeflesh, 3D-print, PLA, 2021 ^



homeflesh, Virtual Reality, digital still, 2021



homeflesh, Virtual Reality, digital still, 2021



homeflesh, mom is an alien, acrylics on canvas, 40 x 30cm, 2021>
homeflesh, mom is an alien, 30 x 20cm, mixed media on wood, 2021 ^
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homeflesh, acrylics on canvas, 24 x 18cm, 2020  >
homeflesh, acrylics on canvas, 24 x 18cm, 2020 ^



homeflesh, Virtual Reality, digital still, 2021



homeflesh, heulflecken, mixed media on canvas, 24 x 18cm, 2021 >
homeflesh, clay, acrylics, epoxy resin, 15 x 23 x 25cm, 2021 ^



homeflesh, animation and sound, video still, 02:30 min, 2021, integrated into the virtual reality



homeflesh, animation and sound, video still, 02:30 min, 2021, integrated into the virtual reality



homeflesh, animation and sound, video still, 02:30 min, 2021
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